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1. Introduction
Quay wall lifespan depends on the quay wall type,
design and construction standard regulations and quality;
and safety terms, which were applied during the design,
construction and exploitation [1-3]. However, shipping
conditions change and new types of the ships, cargo transportation and handling methods and conditions, especially
of cargo storage, appear, therefore, the quay wall lifespan
in some cases needs to be extended [4].
Investigation methods and standards vary in different countries and it is important to make relevant decisions regarding the extensions of the quay walls exploitation time and updating the conditions [5, 6].
Differences in methods and standards regarding
quay walls stability and strength evaluation require a comparison between different results, which is very important
for the investigation and optimization of quay walls effectiveness. Lifespan of quay walls could be extended on the
basis of accurate investigations and quay wall strength and
stability calculation but at the same time different standards should be taken into account for different conditions,
that is corrosion intensity, ships mooring conditions, current influence, etc. [7, 8].
Accurate and exact investigation methods of the
real quay wall situation can assist to safe longer use of
quay walls and decrease their maintenance costs and renovation investments. The methodology for the evaluation of
the quay wall potential is very important to optimize the
exploitation and operation of the existing quay walls and
sustaining their workable conditions as long as possible
ensuring their safety characteristics [4, 9, 10].
In this study the northern part of the Klaipeda
port, where quay walls (jetties) were constructed more than
50 years ago, is taken as a case study. These quay walls
were used very intensively during their exploitation time
with just some small renovation adjusting to the increased
size of the moored ships.

a lot of changes take place in shipping conditions: change
of cargo, types of the ships and port handling equipment.
New shipping conditions request to adopt quay walls to
new ship mooring and cargo handling equipment with limit
or without changing the quay walls construction [11, 12].
The average life time of a steel sheet pile quay wall is
about 50 years. During the last 50 years maritime transport
situation has changed dramatically: increase of container,
crude oil and oil production, and bulk cargo transportation
quantities and ship size. A lot POST PANAMAX and
SUECMAX oil and oil production tankers used during the
last years in the East Baltic Sea ports. Many quay walls or
jetties in the ports were built for the smaller ships, but today try attracting a lot of bigger ships. Every day in Baltic
Sea sail more than 2500 ships [13] and more than 25%
between mentioned numbers of the ships are PANAMAX
and bigger oil, oil products tankers, bulk ships and container carriers, which has length up to 300 – 340 m, width
up to 48 – 52 m, draft up to 15,0 – 16,0 m.

Fig. 1 POST
PANAMAX
tanker
“SEAMAGIC”:
L = 250 m, B = 44 m, T = 14,5 m, DWT = 115000 t

2. Ports and port quay wall situation analysis
Port infrastructure is very expensive and its renovation works or new constructions request a lot of investments. As a result of investment limitations many ports
continue exploitation of old waterfront structures, such as
quay walls, breakwaters or other waterfront constructions,
which are older than defined in regulations for the concrete constructions of a country [2, 3].
Block (gravity) type of the quay walls life time
usually is more than 100 years and during such a long time

Fig. 2 SUECMAX tanker „PRISCO MIZAR“, L = 289 m,
B = 48 m, T = 16,0 m, DWT = 160000 t
As example, Klaipeda oil terminal jetties were
built in 1965 for the ships which had capacity
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(DWT – deadweight) up to 20000 t, later (in 2002) jetties
were renovate for the PANAMAX type of the ships (capacity up to 65000 t), but today used for the POST
PANAMAX (Fig. 1) and SUECMAX (Fig. 2) tankers with
capacity up to 160000 t. POST PANAMAX and
SUECMAX number of ships sailed up over the past 30
months (monthly) to Klaipeda oil terminal presented in the
Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 POST PANAMAX and SUECMAX tankers sail to
Klaipeda oil terminal in last 30 months

As an example the East Baltic Sea ports like Klaipeda, Ventspils and others, in which oil terminals were
always very busy and a change of the oil terminal and quay
wall location is very complicate, could be taken. As example, in Fig. 4 are presented Klaipeda oil terminal jetties,
which were built about 50 years ago, renovated 15 years
ago, have length 268 m each and were oriented on
PANAMAX type of tankers. Today are moored to this
jetties POST PANAMAX (length about 250 m) and
SUECMAX tankers (length up to 290 m).
To build new quay walls or jetties request a lot of
investments, as well additional territory is need for the new
waterfront constructions.
It is also very important to use optimal or minimum area as some ports are located very clause to the cities, which makes the spatial changes very complicated,
therefore, optimization of land and water areas are major
tasks to many such ports. It push ports use as maximum as
possible existing waterfront constructions, adapted to new
conditions.

POST PANAMAX ships number (NPP) trend (liner forecast) is:

3. Quay wall strength and stability analysis, evaluation
and optimization calculation methods

NPP, NSM

N PP  2,7  0,011 T ; R 2  0,006 .

(1)

SUECMAX ships number (NSM) trend (liner
forecast) is:

N SM  0,05  0,05  T ; R 2  0,202 .

(2)

Port quay walls used in many oil and bulk cargo
terminals were constructed 30 or even more years ago and
now are just adapted to new and bigger ships. During the
last years construction, design and building regulations and
standards of waterfront structures where improved and in
many cases old standards and regulations imposed much
higher safety requirements as are requested today [1, 2].
Correct investigations and recalculations can assist to making right decisions, whether the quay walls safety parameters are sufficient for new type and bigger ships or it is
necessary to take other actions, like temporary strengthening, renovation or approval of ship and hydro meteorological restrictions for the use of the concrete quay walls.

Quay wall strength and stability standards or
regulations and methods vary in different countries. For the
investigation national standards or regulations could be
used and it is very important to verify their compliance to
international and national regulations like BS 6349: 2000,
EAU 2012; STR 2.05.15 2004, etc. [1-3].
For example in Lithuania national waterfront
structures design and construction regulations STR (construction technical regalements) are used which did not
take enough into account dynamic loads, which are created
by ships passing near ships moored to quay wall, i.e. hydrodynamic interaction, movement of a moored ship by the
quay wall or jetty as a result of influence of periodical
forces, which are created by wind gusts, waves, etc. As the
main loads in the regulations are taken loads, which are
created by ships on quay wall fenders during ship mooring
operations, which are calculated by the formulas:
Eabc  f

m'   v 
2

2

,

(3)

where Eabc - fender absorption energy; m' - the biggest calculated ship mass; Δv- speed of ship contact with fender,
which depends of ship displacement and mooring conditions and could be taken as shown in book [10];
f - coefficient, which could be calculated as follows:
f  f e  f s  f m  f c  f tol  f t ,

Fig. 4 Klaipeda port oil terminal and its jetties which has
length 268 m each, depths near jetties up to 15,5 m

(4)

where fe - eccentricity factor, in many cases for the sea
ships could be taken as 0,5; fs - softness factor, for typical
quay walls fenders could be taken as 0,9; for the hard material fenders like wood, this factor could be taken as 1,0;
fm - add mass factor, could be used Vasco Costa results [9],
for the ships with a block coefficient less than 0,75, this
factor is about 1,9 – 2,0, for the ships, which have a block
coefficient more than 0,75, this factor is between 1,7 – 1,8;
fc - compress factor, for close quay walls this factor could
be taken as 1,0, for the jetties or open quay walls this fac-
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tor could be taken as 0,9; ftol - tolerance factor, for the calculations could be taken as 1,1; ft - temperature influence
factor, which depends on the average temperature in the
region, in case of average temperature is +23 degrees Celsius, this factor is 1,0, in case of lower than +23 degrees
Celsius, this factor increases, for example for the South
Baltic region, this factor is equal to 1,1.
Additional loads on a ship moored to a quay wall
are created by forces generated by wind, waves, current
and other ships passing close to a moored ship (Fig. 5,
Fig. 6).

Fig. 8 On moored to jetty POST PANAMAX tanker acting
a longitudinal external forces: wind, current and
waves (current and ways according wind velocity
and direction), depending on wind velocity and direction

Fig. 5 Big ship passing clause to the moored to jetties ships
(example) [14]

Fig. 6 Moored ship’s movement near the quay wall as
rezult of acting external forces
At the same time ships passing near a ship
moored to a quay wall can create higher forces on the
moored ship and quay walls due to wind, waves and current forces. A ship passing close to a moored ship creates
hydrodynamic interaction forces which could be calculated
by the method, presented in the article [15]. An example of
the results of forces created by wind, current and waves on
moored to jetty POST PANAMAX tanker and total forces,
created by wind, current, ways and passing similar ship
hydrodynamic interaction forces shown in Figs. 7-9.
Differences between the forces received, for example, by STR [3] and in case of added hydrodynamic
interaction, could about 30 % or even more depend on the
passing ship dimensions, the speed and distance to a
moored ship.

Fig. 7 On moored to jetty POST PANAMAX tanker acting
lateral external forces: wind, current and waves
(current and ways according wind velocity and direction), depending on wind velocity and direction

Fig. 9 Passing ships’ hydrodynamic interaction and wind,
waves and current forces on a POST PANAMAX
type ship moored to a quay wall in case of passing
same type of ship by different speed with a distance
between ships about 40 m (speed 6, 7 and 8 knots)
and forces created on mooring rope groups, received
by the visual simulator „SimFlex Navigator“ [14]
and tested on a real moored ship
EAU 2012 and BS 6349: 2000 [1, 2] partly take
into account dynamic forces via safety coefficients, but at
the same time the mentioned recommendations and standards do not take into account all possible maximum created
forces, especially the hydrodynamic interaction forces between the ships. More accurate evaluation of the possible
forces on the existing quay wall strength and stability
could assist in making right decisions regarding safe exploitation and adaption of quay walls to the new shipping
requirements.
Terminal and quay wall optimization in the ports
interrelate with some main factors:
- maximizing the size of ships, which are planned
to moor to the quay walls of the terminals;
- increasing terminals capacity, which is directly
related to ship parameters;
- improvement of the port water areas close to the
terminals and quay walls;
- improvement of the port navigational channels
and ship turning basins.
The relation of the improvement of navigational
channels and ship turning basins with ship size has been
lately studded by many authors [4, 10]. The navigational
access of ships to the quay walls could be optimized on the
basis of environmental conditions, such as current parameters, prevailing wind parameters, wave characteristics,
depths and others. Quay wall optimization is very important in old ports, because in the past quay walls were
built for smaller ships and now it is necessary to adapt
them for bigger ones.
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Current influence on mooring and moored ships
could be calculated as ship’s movement on a “movement
platform” (current) and it is very important that a “movement platform” has the minimal influence on other ships
moored to a quay wall. An ideal condition to avoid the
“movement platform” (current) influence possibility on
other moored ships is a case when the current is parallel to
the quay wall and on the access to a quay wall. In case of
the current acting at some angle to the quay wall, the total
ship movement speed could be calculated as follows:






 v  vs  vc ,

(5)

where Cy - rudder hydrodynamic coefficient, during maneuvers near quay walls big rudder angles are used and this
coefficient could be taken about 1,0; ρ - water density;
Sp - ruder square, which is in ship’s propeller screw, can be
calculated as follows:
S P  DP bP ,

where DP - diameter of the ship’s propeller; bP - width of
the ship rudder.
vP - ship propeller screw speed, could be calculated as follows [2] (EAU 2012):
vP  0,95 nP DP ,



where vs - ship movement to a quay wall speed vector;


vc - current velocity vector.


At the same time

v

where nP - propellers revolutions, s-1.
Ry - force created by the ship hull on Y direction,
could be calculated as follows [10]:
Ry  CRy



 v  v ,

(6)

where  v - acceptable ship contact speed with a quay
wall fender depends on ship displacement and mooring
conditions and could be taken as shown in book [10] or
could be calculated as follows:

v 

2 Eabs
,
m'

(7)

where m ' - ship mass; E abc - fenders’ absorption energy,
calculated by Eqs. (3) and (4).
At the same time in case of influence of wind,
current as well as ship maneuvering facilities, such as
thrusters, rudders, propellers or tugs, the total possible
force in case of movement to a quay wall, acting forces
could be expressed as follows:

Ryin  Py  Ry  Ray  Rcy  N y  Ty  TT  0 ,

(8)

where R yin - inertial force, which could be calculated as
follows:

Ryin  m' a ,

(9)

where a - acceleration, which could be calculated as follows:
v1'  v
,
2

(10)

where v1' - maximum possible ship’s speed before movement to a quay wall, in practice it is not more than 2 knots
(1,0 m/s).
Py - rudder power, which could be rich during
maneuvers near quay wall and could be calculated as follows:

Py  C y


2

(13)

must be acceptable regard-

ing quay wall fender absorption energy which means:

a

(12)


2

LT  v  vc  ,
2

where CRy - hydrodynamic coefficient when ship hull is
taken as “wing”, for the practical calculations, because the
angle between ship hull and current is low (usually not
more than 10° - 15°), could be taken about 0,1 – 0,2;
L - ship length between perpendiculars; T - average ship
draft; v - ship movement speed, in many cases before contact with quay wall this speed is equal to 0,10 – 0,15 m/s;
vc - current velocity.
Ray - aerodynamic force, which could be calculated as follows:

Ray  Cay

1
2

S x va2 sin qa ,

S v ,

(11)

(15)

where Cay - aerodynamic coefficient, which is in average
about 1,07 – 1,30 (specific data could be taken from aerodynamic tube testing’s); ρ1 - air density, for the calculations could be taken as 1,25 kg/m³; Sx - ship air projection
on middle square; va - wind velocity; qa - wind course angle (angle to a quay wall in ship’s contact with quay wall
fender moment).
Rcy - current created force, which could be calculated as follows:

Rcy  C'y sin qc


2

L T vc2 ,

(16)

where C'y - hydrodynamic coefficient of the ship hull and
its dependence on the current angle to the quay wall and
could be calculated as follows:

C'y  0,8 sin qc ,

(17)

where qc - current angle to a quay wall; vc - current velocity.
Ny - force created by thrusters, could be taken
from ship thruster specification, or calculate as follows:





N y  K1'  nN2 DN4 1  t'' ,
2
P P

(14)

(18)
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where K'1 - propeller’s coefficient, in case of low ship’s
speed for calculations could be taken as 0,2; nN - thruster’s
propeller revolutions, s-1; DN - thruster’s propeller diameter; t'' - thruster’s propeller propulsion coefficient, in case
of low ship’s speed for calculations could be taken as 0,2.
Ty - ship propellers perpendicular created force,
could be not taken in account during mooring operations
when a ship is close to a quay wall, but this force should be
taken into account during ship stopping and other cases
and can be expressed as follows:





Ty  K1'  nT2 DP4 1  t'' sin  s ,

(19)

directions
Calculations and testing by simulator and real
moored ships experimental data, received by laser system
“DOCKMASTER – 3” [16], which is implemented on
studded quay walls were made. Calculation and simulation
boundaries were taken up wind velocity (30 s average
wind) 20 m/s and current parallel to quay wall up to 4
knots, because until mentioned wind velocity POST
PANAMAX tankers keep moored to the quay wall. Additionally calculations and simulations were made by similar
ship pass on different distances up to 30 m in mentioned
hydro meteorological and hydrological conditions.

where nT - ship’s propeller revolutions, s-1; αs - ship’s propeller screw angle for calculations could be taken as 3 degrees.
TT - tug created force, which depends on tug characteristics and work methods [13] and can be expressed as
follows:
2
4
TT  K1'  nTD
DTD
1  t''  cos   CT


2

ST vT2 ,

(20)

where nTD - tug’s propeller revolutions, s-1; DTD - tug’s
propeller diameter; β - tug’s rope vertical angle; CT - tug’s
hull hydrodynamic resistance coefficient; ST - tug’s hull
square in water; vT - tug speed.
In many practical cases it is very important to
consider possible tug influence on a ship during the mooring operation and how it can influence the total forces or
moored ship contact speed with fenders and finally influence a quay wall stability and strength. Situations with tugs
are important in case of tug operation delays, especially
decreasing ship movement speed before a mooring ship
contact with quay wall fenders. Correct following of tug
commands could increase or decrease forces by which a
mooring ship impacts a quay wall.

Fig. 11 The moored POST PANAMAX tanker created
maximum forces in ballast and loaded on a quay
wall in case of another POST PANAMAX tanker
passing at a 30 m distance from a moored ship at
7 knot speed as hydrodynamic interaction on the
moored ship. Wind velocity up to 30 m/s perpendicular to quay wall, current direction parallel to
the quay wall (speed 4 knots)
For the selected dolphin strength and stability calculations were made using a special calculation program
STAAD Pro 2004 [17] for the evaluation of quay wall
strength and stability, in which were given profiles of the
quay wall dolphins, shown on Figs. 12 and 13. Evaluation
was made taking into account the construction and profiles
of the dolphin, which has corrosion up to 30%.

4. Case study of a real quay wall situation
As a case study one of the dolphin of the quay
wall No. 1 in Klaipeda port was taken and maximum possible forces, which impact a quay wall in case of a moored
to a quay wall POST PANAMAX tanker and a passing
POST PANAMAX tanker, which create hydrodynamic
interaction, as well as influence of different wind directions, speed and current on the moored ship, were calculated. The calculated forces presented in Figs. 10 and 11, depend on the wind velocity and the directions and the passing of the above mentioned POST PANAMAX tanker with
the speed of 7 knots at a 30 m distance between the ships.
Fig. 12 Dolphin construction

Fig. 10 Total forces acting on a quay wall by the moored
POST PANAMAX tanker with the hydrodynamic
interaction of the POST PANAMAX tanker passing at 7 knot speed, the current up to 4 knots parallel to a quay wall and wind 20 m/s from different

Fig. 13 Dolphin profiles (real on left and used for the
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calculation on right)
On basis of the method, presented above in section 3, strength and stability of the selected quay dolphin
were evaluated. Forces acting on the selected dolphin were
taken in case mooring to quay wall POST PANAMAX
tanker and possible influence on dolphin other external
forces.
Calculation and simulation results were received
by the mentioned program STAAD Pro 2004 [17], as example, presented on Fig. 14 (dolphin’s deformation) and
on Fig. 15 (dolphin bending moments). Received values of
the dolphin deformations and bending moments of the dolphin are presented in Table.

conditions (wind velocity up to 15 m/s, current up to
4 knots) and ship’s contact speed with quay wall fenders.
Maximum dolphin’s deformations were received
on Y direction (perpendicular to quay wall line). In simulation program STAD Pro 2004, bending moments expressed
as kNm , and in table 1, were presented bending moments
results depends of the acting forces as kN.
Were calculated possible maximum deformations
of the dolphin according existing different regulations,
standards and recommendations. Maximum deformation
according recommendations and standards [2, 3, 5] for the
studded dolphin can reach up to 32 mm. On basis calculations and simulations were prepared practical graphs
(Figs. 11 and 16) for the control possible maximum forces
and deformations of the studded quay dolphin for the
POST PANAMAX tanker depend of hydro meteorological
and hydrological conditions.

Fig. 14 Dolphin deformation, as example, received by
program STAAD Pro 2004

Fig. 16 Dolphin deformation in Y direction depends on the
forces, presented on Fig. 8
The calculation results show, that the studied dolphin could be used for mooring the PANAMAX type tankers in all conditions, because deformations and bending
moments are less then requested by the local (Lithuanian)
regulations.
5. Conclusions

Fig. 15 Dolphin bending moments as example, received by
program STAAD Pro 2004
Table
Dolphin’s bending moments and deformations depends on
acting total forces on dolphin (STAAD Pro 2004 [17])
Total forces,
kN
Bending moments, kNm

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

15

40

68

89

96

Deformation,
mm

5

8

14

20

29

For the simulation by STAAD Pro 2004 [17],
were taken acting forces and forces directions, received by
methodic presented in section 3 of the paper and checked
on real ships during mooring operations by laser system
“DOCKMASTER – 3” . Simulation and testing boundary
conditions were taken similar to the real ship’s mooring
condition that means hydro meteoroidal and hydrological

New realities in ports request correct evaluation
of the quay walls that will be possible avoid accidents.
Standards and recommendations in different
countries regarding waterfront structures have differences
and it is necessary take in account for the waterfront structures evaluation.
Methodic presented in this paper can be used for
the quay walls evaluation and decisions extend live time or
change possible mooring ship’s parameters.
Received calculation and testing strength and stability results for the selected quay dolphin were checked by
real POST PAMAMAX ships during mooring operations.
Prepared possible acting on selected dolphin forces and dolphin deformations depend of the mooring conditions and possible could be used for the practical tasks.
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V. Paulauskas, D. Paulauskas, B. Placiene,
R. Barzdziukas
QUAY WALL STABILITY AND STRENGTH
EVALUATION
Summary
In some ports terminals were created 40 or even
more years ago and until now work very intensively. During a long time exploitation of the quay walls, their stability and strength decrease and it is necessary to replace the
existing quay walls: to renovate them or build new ones,
however, there are some space or investments limitations,
delayed decisions of renovation or building possibilities
without decreasing capacity and productivity of the terminals.
The article discusses possibilities of evaluation
the stability and strength of the quay walls or replacing
some of them with the minimum disturbance of the terminal activity; as well as the methodology of the evaluation,
which can assist to increase or optimize technical parameters and capacity of the port quay walls.
Key words: quay wall; quay wall strength; quay wall
stability; quay wall evaluation.
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